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Furnace, is a new Postgraduate Journal within the Ironbridge International Institute of Cultural 
Heritage (IIICH), University of Birmingham. As the postgraduate community in the heritage expands, 
there is a growing demand for platforms for discussion on ever growing field of Cultural heritage.  

IIICH is a world renowned Institute which has its origins in a longstanding partnership between the 
University of Birmingham and the Ironbridge Gorge Museum Trust (IGMT). Due to the strong 
connection to the Ironbridge Gorge, the institute begun 30 years ago to conduct a ground breaking 
research into heritage management with the particular focus on Industrial Archaeology. IICH 
maintains a strong link with its industrial past and the Ironbridge Gorge World Heritage Site, this has 
been the setting of the intellectual home for the critical study of cultural heritage that exists today. 
The Institute welcomes diverse research themes including; heritage value, tourism, cultural heritage 
during conflicts, and heritage policy. Currently is the only Institute in the UK to offer an MA in World 
Heritage studies, with the first intake of students completing this academic year.  

Furnace journal aims to reflect the diversity of research encouraged by IIICH by facilitating 
transnational discussion and debate on interdisciplinary aspects of cultural heritage. This journal will 
offer a platform for postgraduate students and academics to share their research with the wider 
community.   

Each edition will have a theme and our first edition is: ‘cultural heritage in an international age’. We 
chose this theme as a way of engaging with the broader heritage community, as regardless of 
expertise, we all have to respond to the demands of today’s internationally-connected society. The 
arguments raised in the journal begin to deconstruct some of the present issues surrounding the 
theme and make fundamental enquiries about the future of cultural heritage. 

We are pleased to publish papers that we believe critically engage with our designated theme and can 
present us with ideas that may, in future, transform the discipline.  

This edition addresses the problem of characterising and defining heritage on a local, national or 
international bases in an age where interactions is expected to take place on all these levels. The word 
‘international’ as used in the title aimed to reflect that heritage is not always rooted in a globalised 
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context, since the connections between various cultural entities are sometimes lucid and 
domineering. 

We are proud to have a leading article by Dr John Carman (IIICH), which gets to the heart of this debate 
and opens aspects of heritage studies up to further scrutiny. His observation, that responses to 
heritage are either local or global, concludes that neither makes sense without the other. He also 
raises questions about the nature of ‘the case study’ which is the primary research focus in the field 
of heritage, this may limit our understanding of the wider context of the management process.  

This dichotomy between local and global is addressed in a paper entitled Glocalising Conservation. 
The authors argue for an intraregional dialog between practitioners which could limit the impact 
international heritage doctrines affecting the management of cultural material at the local level. 
Similarly noted by Carman in this edition, this article also highlights the drawbacks of a reliance on 
case studies, which are rarely universally applicable.  

The authorised and manipulated nature of interpretation of heritage for nationalistic purposes can 
often omit various ‘other’ narratives. This has been presented in two papers: Critical Heritage Usages: 
A Case of Thailand and Interpretation in Cultural Tourism: Nubian Culture in Southern Egypt. 

Lastly, the theme of urban regeneration is the subject of the article: The Role of Cultural Heritage in 
Economic Regeneration: the cases of Shanghai and Hangzhou. This case study from China illustrates 
that reliance on a Western framework of heritage based regeneration can mean that grass roots 
development is side-lined and local values are endangered. 

We hope, that Furnace, like IIICH will be at the forefront of innovative thought in the field of cultural 
heritage. We hope that you find this journal engaging and look forward to your contribution.     

 


